An edition of Me and the great zoo mystery (1995). Me and the Great Zoo Mystery, by Margaret Gibson. 0 Ratings. This edition was published in 1995 by My Adventure Books. The Physical Object. Format. Paperback. Zoo Wars 2018. Zombillenium. Yamasong: March of the Hollows. Todd and the Book of Pure Evil. The End of the End 2017. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2007). Tito and the Birds. The Great Northern Candy Drop. The Girl Without Hands. The Giant Pear. The Zoo Mystery â€“ Did you hear, one of the giraffes is missing from the Zoo!? Follow an inquisitive little girl and her family through a funny adventure to the zoo where they not only see the animals, but find clues that could lead to the solution to this great mystery! By: Daniel Buchholz. See more books about animals below. Get Down, Rocky! - Rocky the Goat has got out and chased the rooster wind vane onto the church roof, who let him out, and how would they get him down? Find out more about what Rose, Amma, Appa, the coconut seller, the banana-leaf seller, the shopkeeper and the carpenter did Bedford Zoo to host animal world VIPs. I held up the front page of the newspaper, which displayed a large color photo. “James and Mojo.” “Mojo?” a voice from the kitchen door repeated. “What kind of a name is that?” I giggled. “It’s a name for a gorilla.” Logan, great guy that he is, bought popcorn and soft drinks for Dawn and me. Soon the lights went down and the opening credits began to roll. It was hard to concentrate on the movie, though. All I could think of was that sad little elephant’s face. I knew I wanted to do more than drop a few coins in a can, and hope for the best. But what? The Baby-sitters Club! Of course! Bedford Zoo to host animal world VIPs.” I held up the front page of the newspaper, which displayed a large color photo. “James and Mojo.” “Mojo?” a voice from the kitchen door repeated. Â Which was great, and thatâ€™s how I ended up with this wonderful new family. You see, it all started when I met Dawn Schafer, who had just moved to Stoneybrook with her mom and brother, Jeff. Dawn's family had been living in California, but when her mom and dad got divorced, Sharon (Dawn's mom) returned, with her kids, to the place where she grew up â€“ Stoneybrook.